An old advertising truism…
Half of your advertising budget is wasted;
the problem is, you don’t know which half.

The “Supposed” Solution
Digital advertising and all the power contained in the world of Pay
per Click (PPC) is supposed to alleviate the dilemma of marketing
measurability, specifically the beast called Programmatic!

Programmatic media buying, marketing and advertising is the
algorithmic purchase and sale of advertising space in real time. During this
process, software is used to automate the buying, placement, and optimisation
of media inventory via a bidding system. Oct 26, 2015
www.stateofdigital.com/what-is-programmatic-marketing-buying-and-advertising/

Adapted from the iconic diagram from lumapartners.com

BUT...

Programmatic is Problematic
A cynic might believe that the founders of programmatic deliberately constructed a host of the most
complicated set of acronyms and naming conventions, simply to keep users confused in the belief that
they’re dealing with something that is deeply mysterious and magical. That original sense of wonder has
since given way to distrust as users desperately attempt to unbundle complex models presented as
intricate blobs of technology, platforms, connections, bids, buys, data and users.

AND...
Bad press hasn’t helped

Advertising Week
An annual stretch of industry meetings that began on September

Such revelations have reinforced existing concerns among

26th in New York, is usually defined by schmoozing and selfcongratulation. This year’s event has been marred by suspicion. In

advertisers that they are having the wool pulled over their eyes
when it comes to online advertisements. At an Advertising

the week leading up to it, Dentsu, a big agency, admitted overbilling

Week panel on “trust” on September 28th, Bob Liodice, the chief

by its digital-ad division in Japan; and Facebook, a tech giant, said it
had inflated the average time people spent watching video ads.

executive of the Association of National Advertisers (ANA), spoke
of broad doubts among his members.

BUT...

There is no denying the
power and diversity of
on-line marketing

WHICH...

is even more powerful when
integrated with Bastion &
Flowe’s digital eco-system

Although all of our
products are capable of
functioning independently
of one another, our next
generation sales ecosystem provides for full
automation & seamless
integration across each
platform. The platforms
are scalable and include
unique communication and
sales service components
to further expand and
rationalize any direct
marketing and sales
operation.

BIG DATA - BIG RESULTS
By integrating its highly intelligent
53 million South African consumer
database with the world of Pay per Click
marketing, Bastion & Flowe’s digital
lead generation platforms regularly
outperform Programmatic across the
entire sequence of measurable metrics*.
* Measurable metrics include Cost per Click
(CPC), Click Through Rate (CTR), Cost per
Lead (CPL), Conversion Rate (CVR), Return on
Investment (ROI), Cost per Action (CPA0 and Cost
to Acquire a Customer (CAC).

BEATING PROGRAMMATIC
Lead Gener8or, incorporating OfferNET

Bastion & Flowe’s bespoke Lead Gener8or platform provides complete digital
integration across sms, email and social media channels, by unlocking the power
and intelligence of one of South Africa’s largest consumer databases. Through
dynamic modeling techniques, users can select their areas to target potential
leads, whether it’s on a broad national or a highly specific street level.
OfferNET, incorporated within Lead Gener8or, provides the unique ability to combine traditional digital
lead generation channels (sms, email and social media) with the dynamic world of display and search
Pay-per-Click marketing. The B&F database is used to extract precise targeting criteria, including
those segments of the market that should be excluded from a particular display or search campaign.
This intelligence is overlain against OfferNET’s extensive network of online digital advertising realestate, enabling comprehensive and fully integrated campaign management, including “re-targeting”
or “bring-back” campaigns. And because of the varied nature of the digital hosts, the ads can be
displayed in multiple formats, from text to video to pop-ups.
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POPI COMPLIANT
Each digital platform that references the
Bastion & Flowe 53 million
consumer database is fully compliant
with current legislation and is PoPi ready.
PoPI = Protection of Personal Information
All the data generated from each and every campaign is
fed into and subsequently managed by B&F’s proprietary
data management software application called FEDS
(Flowe Enhanced Data Solution).

OUR PEDIGREE...
We subscribe to the highest principles of consumer-oriented
direct marketing practices, having undergone independent audits
and qualified as a Direct Marketing Association of South Africa’s (DMASA) Centre
of Excellence.

SECURITY: Full data encryption is deployed and multilevel security is in place to ensure that only authorized
personnel have access to the contents of the Bastion & Flowe database. In the unlikely event of unauthorized access
taking place, full data encryption ensures that the contents remain encrypted and are of no use to any hacking attempt.
OFFSHORE STORAGE: The personal information is stored on single-use servers in encrypted
databases, housed in a secure data center in Germany. Appropriate antivirus software is used and regularly updated.
Adequate and appropriate firewalls are in place and these too, are reviewed and updated on a regular basis.
BACKUP: The servers housed in Germany are mirrored on two other continents and are backed up daily.
Appropriate recovery procedures are in place.
TRANSMISSION: All external data transmissions to and from the Bastion & Flowe network happen via
secure FTPS and SSL Connections. Alpha-numeric passwords consisting of a combination of uppercase and lowercase
letters, numbers and special characters protect all servers and services. Furthermore, all servers are protected
by frequently updated Linux Firewalls and proprietary security measures are treated with the highest levels of
confidentiality.
INTERGRATION: All data, is automatically transferred via the secure API or web service provided by the client.
REPORTING: Full integration for real-time reporting is in place and can be customized to specific needs.
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UNBUNDLING...
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De-Mystifying,
De-Cluttering

Bastion & Fowe has taken all the complexities of Programmatic and buried it
under the hood of Lead Gener8or and OfferNET.
What you, the end-user sees, is simply the efficacy of your campaign,
without having to concern yourself with all the different naming conventions used by various
digital channels and how their associated metrics may or may not affect your campaign.
Naming Convension
These are derived and simplified from existing Pay to Click channels
Impressions: The total amount of times your ad was served
Reach: The total of unique people that saw your ad
Interactions: The total number of times people interacted with your ad (e.g., liked, shared etc.)
Goal Completions: The number of times users complete the campaign goal,
e.g. filled in a form, viewed your video or called your business.

REPORTING...

Detailed
Campaign
Report

USER

AN Other

CLIENT NAME

Charf Charf Industries

ACCOUNT NAME

HEAD OFFICE

CAMPAIGN REF

XNALP1478866209JWQL7

CAMPAIGN NAME

November 2016 - Week 1 Campaign | National | 20161113-20161118 | 1478866203169

CAMPAIGN CREATIVE

November 2016 - Week 1 Campaign

CAMPAIGN AREA

National

CAMPAIGN GENDER

All

CAMAIGN AGE

25 - 79

CAMPAIGN CHANNELS

FACE BOOK

FACE BOOK BUDGET/TOTAL

(29533) (invoice: R 5000)

FACE BOOK ESTIMATED REACH

9200000

FACE BOOK ESTIMATED BID

33.86

CAMPAIGN START

2016/11/13

CAMPAIGN END

2016/11/18

CHANNEL PERFORMANCE REPORT:
IMPRESSIONS
Total Visits

REACH
Unique Visits

INTERACTIONS
Action of any sort eg
Like, Share etc

GOAL COMPLETIONS
Filled form, watched
video etc

SMS

23809

23809

119

2

EMail

32258

31063

188

5

Social Media

58823

19608

857

43

Display

1250000

416676

1375

37

Search

416666

41074

1795

90

1781556

532229

4334

177

OfferNET

Total
GOAL COMPLETION REPORT:
CONTACT FORMS
COMPLETED
Submitted to Client

TELEPHONE CALLS
Made to Client’s number

SMS POSITIVE RESPONSE
Opt-Ins

OTHER

TOTAL
Combined Responses

CONVERSION
RATE
(Total/Interact)*100

COST PER LEAD
Camp. Cost/TOTAL

162

122

2

33

319

0,074

R156,74

REPORTING...

Campaign
Report
Summary

THE BOTTOM LINE...
From these basic parameters, we are able to formulate a
“Goal Completion” report, which speaks to the number of leads
generated for a specific campaign. The leads may be made up of
1.
2.
3.
		

Contact Form Completed and/or
Telephone Calls Made and/or
SMS Positive Responses, which are then tallied up to give us the
TOTAL POSITIVE RESPONSES.

GOAL COMPLETION REPORT:
CONTACT FORMS
COMPLETED
Submitted to Client

TELEPHONE CALLS
Made to Client’s number

SMS POSITIVE
RESPONSE
Opt-Ins

OTHER

TOTAL
Combined Responses

CONVERSION RATE
(Total/Interact)*100

COST PER LEAD
Camp. Cost/TOTAL

162

122

2

33

319

0,074

R156,74

TALK TO US...
about talking
to MILLIONS, or
THOUSANDS, or
HUNDREDS or even
TENS of potential leads
Contact
+27 (0) 87 351 6492
info@bastionflowe.com
www.bastionflowe.com
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